The scripture office promotes the art competition and promotes environmental protection

In order to support the environmental protection activities of environmental groups in New York, the Taipei Chubu Branch in New York, in cooperation with New York's influential environmental group, "The Society for Human Impacts," held a "2016 Environmental Creative Art Contest The opening ceremony of the Art Competition, including the Director of the Eucharist Xu Liwen and the New York Environmental Protection Group "Human Impact Society" and the "Global Crisis Information Network" are all present. For the selected 45
creative arts exhibitions Kick off. At that night and the environment quartet and interactive modern dance and other artistic performances, very exciting, attracting many people to attend.

Ambassador Xu said that the Taipei Transit Department had a series of "Environmental Creative Art Competition" for three consecutive years with the "Society for Human Impacts". In the past, the quality of the exhibits was excellent and the art works moved so that people were more concerned with environmental issues.

The 45 selected works will be held from the 27th to 13th October, and will be held on October 6, 13 and 20, and will be held at 10 Held on the 27th closing reception and awards ceremony, the meeting will be announced on display the first prize of 2000 dollars winner. More information can be found at www.humanimpactsinstitute.org.
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